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THE STONE-CECH COMPACTIFICATION,

THE STONE-CECH REMAINDER,

AND THE REGULAR WALLMAN PROPERTY

TAKASHI KIMURA

Abstract. In this paper, the following are proved: (1) the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of a metrizable space is regular Wallman, (2) if the Stone-Cech compactification

of a locally compact space whose pseudocompact closed subsets are compact is

regular Wallman, then the Stone-Cech remainder is also regular Wallman. Conse-

quently, the Stone-Cech remainder of a locally compact metrizable space is regular

Wallman.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, by a space we mean a completely regular

r,-space.

A compactification which arises from a normal base is called Wallman. A compact

space is regular Wallman if it has a normal base consisting of regular closed sets.

Every regular Wallman space is a Wallman compactification of each of its dense

subspaces [10].

The Stone-Cech compactification ßX of a space X is always Wallman [6],

however, it need not be regular Wallman (see Example 3.8). Misra [8] proved that

ßX is regular Wallman in case X is separable and metrizable. Van Mill [7] extended

this result to the case X is strongly K, compact. A space X is strongly K, compact if

for each subset A of X with \A\ > X, and for each total order < on A there is

y G A such that for each neighborhood U of y both U D {a ^ A\a < y} and

Un {a g A\y < a} are nonempty. Strongly S, compact spaces are known to be

hereditarily Lindelöf and hereditarily separable [1]. Therefore, the question of

whether Misra's result above can be true for nonseparable case arises naturally. In

§3 we shall prove that ßX is regular Wallman for an arbitrary metrizable space X.

It is known that the regular Wallman property is not closed-hereditary ([9] or

[11]). In particular, for a locally compact space X it is not known whether the

Stone-Cech remainder X* = ßX\X is regular Wallman even if ßX is regular

Wallman. In §4 we shall prove that X* is regular Wallman in case X is locally

compact and metrizable.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Definitions. Let y and ST be collections of subsets of a space X. We shall

writefiy forn{5|S ey},L)y for U{S|5 ey}, Ciy for {C1S\S g^} and
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K.if for (fiy |y is a finite subcollection of y}. ^ separates F if for

TQ, 7,eJ with T0C\TX= 0 there are 50, X,ey such that T0 c S0, Tx c 5,, and

51,, n 5, = 0. y separates disjoint closed subsets of X if if separates the collection

of all closed subsets of X. if is closure-distributive if for each finite subcollection if'

of if it is true that DCiy = QMS\Sf'). ^ is a ring if y is closed under finite

unions and finite intersections. if is separating if F is closed in A" and x g A\ T7

implies that there are S0, Sx g y such that F c 50, xeS, and 50 n S, = 0. y is

worma/ if for T0, Tx <e jT with 70 n 7, = 0 there are Sx, Sx G if such that

50 n Tx = 0, 5, n T0 = 0 and SQU Sx = X. S" is a normal base for A if if is a

normal, separating ring consisting of closed subsets of X. For each normal base J*

for a space X we denote by w( X, & ) the Wallman space of A" with respect to J5". It

is well known that w(X, 3F) is a compactification of A. For two compactifications

a! and yX of a space A we say that aX > y A if there is a continuous mapping /:

aX —> y A with /jA. = idx.

The following two lemmas were proved by Steiner [10].

2.2. Lemma. Let iF be a normal base for a space X and aX = w( X, if). Then

C\aXJW is a normal base for aX.

2.3. Lemma. Let if and 3~ be normal bases for a space X. Then w(X,if)> w( X, ¿T)

if and only if if separates ST.

2.4. Remark. By Lemma 2.3, if a normal base J^ for a normal space X separates

disjoint closed subsets of X, then we have w( X, iF) = ßX.

3. The Stone-Cech compactification. The main result of this section is as follows.

3.1. Theorem. The Stone-Cech compactification of a metrizable space is regular

Wallman.

This is a generalization of a result of Misra [8]. The idea of the proof of Theorem

3.1 is essentially due to Misra. Indeed, we make use of the following lemmas.

3.2. Lemma (Misra [8]). Let X be a normal space and {(A„,C„)\n g N} a

collection of pairs of open subsets of X with Cl A„ c C„. Then there is a closure-distrib-

utive collection {SJneN} of open subsets of X such that ClAn<zBn<z Cl Bn c Cn

for each n g N.

3.3. Lemma (Misra [8]). Let sé be a closure-distributive collection of subsets of a

space X. Let

Jé* = {U^|^c A-*a"dCl(\Ja) =ljci^}.

Then sé* is a closure-distributive ring.

3.4. Lemma. For each n g N let <%„ = {Ua \ a g A„} and fn = {Va \ a G A„} be

discrete collections of open subsets of a normal space X with Cl Ua c Va. Then there is a

collection  if = [W \a & A  }   of open subsets of X for each n G N such  that
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C1 Va c Wa c Cl Wa c Va for each a G A„ and each n G N and iV= U {iV„ \ n G

N} is closure-distributive.

Proof. As X is normal, for each a g A„ and each n g N there is an open subset

Oa of A with Cli7a c 0a c C10a c Va. Let t/„ = U#„ and 0„ = U{Oa\a g A,,}

for each « g N. As ^„ is discrete, we have Clt/„ c 0„. By Lemma 3.2, there is a

closure-distributive collection {Wn \n g N} of open subsets of X such that Cli/„ c

W„ c Cl Wn c O,, for each n g N. Let Wa = 0a n W^, for each a g A„ and each

n g N, and tS^ = {Wa \ a g A „}. Then iVn is discrete, because Wa C Fa for each

a g A„ and Vn is discrete. To see that iV= U{if„ \n G N} is closure-distributive,

let 0^,, g #;(/) and x g D {Cl Wa{l) \ i < m}. We show that xeCl(n{ WaU) \ i ^

m}). Let sé be the collection of all sets of the form 0{H^(/) |/' < m), where

H^(;) g #2(/)  f°r eacn '• Since ^(/)  is discrete for each /', sé is discrete. Since

* e fi {Cl»;(/)|i < w} c Cl(f| {^!(;)|/ < m})

= ci(U^) = Uci^,

we can take ß(i) G An(1) for each /' so that x G Cl(fl {W^(/) | /' < w}). Then for each

/' we have a(i) = /?(/") and so x g C1(D {Wa(i) | ; < w}), since x G Cl Wa(/) n Cl WßU)

and #7,(/)  is discrete. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.

3.5. Lemma. If X is dense in Y and F is a regular closed subset of X, then Cly F is

regular closed in Y.

3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A be a metrizable space. By [5, 4.4.1], there is an

open cover 38 n = U {38 nm \ m G N} of X such that

(1) 36 n is locally finite,

(2) ®nm = {Ba I « G A„m} is discrete, and

(3) diam B < 1/n for each B g 38 n.

Since X is metrizable, there is an open shrinking SU'n = U{â?,',m | m G N} of 38n,

where 38'nm = [B'a\a G A„m}. Then, by (2) and Lemma 3.4, for each n, m G N

there is a collection <Hnm = {i/a | a g A„„,} of open subsets of A such that

(4) Cl B^cz Uacz Cl Ua c £a for each a G A„m, and

(5) ^ = U {^„„, | n, m G N} is closure-distributive.

Let <%„ = U {*„„, | m g N} for each « g N. Then by (1), (3) and (4), <Br„ is a locally

finite open cover of A and diam U < 1/n for each U g <%n. Thus ^ is a base for the

open subsets of X. Let

aU* = {lj^"|^c A-^andCl(lJ^) = !JC1^}.

By (5) and Lemma 3.3, <%* is a closure-distributive ring for A. We shall prove that

Cl 11* separates disjoint closed subsets of A. To this end, let F be a closed subset of

A and U an open subset of X containing F. For each xEfwe take U„ G Q¿ with

x g Ux c Clt/X c Í7 and set V= {Ux \x g F}. Obviously, o^c A.*. To see that

0(11*0 - UCiy, take x g C1(U^). If x g F, then, obviously, x g UCl^. Sup-
pose that x $ F. Let á = d(x, F), where d is a compatible metric on X, if' =

U{#„ 12/« > 5} n "T". A routine calculation shows that x g C1(U^')- Since *""'
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is locally finite, we have x g Cl F for some V g if'. This implies that CKU^"") =

UCl-T. Thus U^"g <¡U*. Obviously, FcUfcCl(U/)c U. Hence Cl^* sep-

arates disjoint closed subsets of X. It is easy to see that Cl<^* is a normal base for

X. By Remark 2.4, the Wallman space w( X, Cl ^ * ) is equivalent to ßX. Let

Jr= C\ßx(C\x<%*). Then, by Lemma 2.2, !F is a normal base for /?A and, by

Lemma 3.5, every member of & is regular closed in ßX. Hence ßX is regular

Wallman.

3.7. Lemma. Lei A be a closed subset of a regular Wallman space X. Then X/A is

also regular Wallman.

Proof. Suppose if is a normal base for X consisting of regular closed subsets of

X and /: X -* X/A is the quotient mapping. We set

ST= {/(S)|5G^andeither5'n/l = <Z ox AaS).

Then ST is a normal base for A//1 conisting of regular closed subsets of X/A.

Hence X/A is regular Wallman.

3.8. Example. There is a noncompact space X such that no compactification of X is

regular Wallman.

Let y be a compact space which is not regular Wallman, e.g. Y is an example of

Solomon [9] or an example of Ul'janov [11]. Obviously, Y has a nonisolated point y.

Let X = Y\{y}. Then the one-point compactification coX = X U {/?} is homeo-

morphic to Y. For each compactification a A of X we have uX = aX/f~l(p), where

/: aX -» coX is a continuous mapping with f.x = id^.. Hence, by Lemma 3.7, aX is

not regular Wallman. In particular, ßX is not regular Wallman.

3.9. Proposition. Let A be a closed subset of a metrizable space X. Then the

Stone-Cech compactification of X/A is regular Wallman.

Proof. Since ß(X/A) = ßX/ClßxA, it follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma

3.7.
Recall that a space A is a Lasnev space if X is the closed image of a metrizable

space. In Proposition 3.9, obviously, X/A is a Lasnev space.

3.10. Question. Must the Stone-Cech compactification of a Lasnev space be regular

Wallman'.

4. The Stone-Cech remainder. We denote by A* the Stone-Cech remainder

ßX\ A of a space X. Note that X* is compact if and only if X is locally compact.

Thus it is necessary that X be locally compact in order that A* be regular

Wallman. In this section we shall prove that A* is regular Wallman in certain cases.

We need some lemmas.

4.1. Lemma. If X is realcompact and A is regular closed in X, then C\ßXA n A* is

regular closed in A*.

Proof. See [12, 2.9].
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4.2. Lemma. If every pseudocompact closed subset of a space X is compact, then

ßX\ vX is dense in X*, where vXdenotes the Hewitt realcompactification of X.

Proof. This follows from [4, 4.1].

4.3. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact space in which every pseudocompact

closed subset is compact. If ßX is regular Wallman, then so is X*.

Proof. Let J5" be a normal base for ßX consisting of regular closed subsets of ßX.

By Lemmas 3.5, 4.1 and 4.2, F n A* is regular closed in A* for every F g jF. Thus

{F C\ X* \F e. jF} is a normal base for X* consisting of regular closed subsets of

X*. Hence A* is regular Wallman.

The author wishes to thank the referee for strengthening Theorem 4.3 in an early

version of this paper.

4.4. Corollary. The Stone-Cech remainder of a locally compact metrizable space is

regular Wallman.

Proof. Apply Theorems 3.1 and 4.3.

4.5. Remark. Van Mill [7] proved that the Stone-Cech compactification of a

strongly Kj compact space is regular Wallman. Since every strongly Hx compact

space is Lindelöf, the Stone-Cech remainder of a locally compact strongly Nj

compact space is regular Wallman. However, it is known that X* is an F-space if X

is locally compact and Lindelöf. Recall that a space X is an F-space if disjoint

cozero-sets of A are completely separated. Biles [2] proved that every compact

F-space is a Z-compactification (i.e. a Wallman compactification which arises from

a normal base consisting of zero-sets) of each of its dense subspaces. This fact

suggests that every compact F-space may be regular Wallman.

4.6. Proposition. Every compact F-space is regular Wallman.

Proof. Let °U be the collection of all cozero-sets of the compact F-space X. Note

that fy is a base for the open subsets of A. We shall prove that ^ is closure-distribu-

tive. To see this it suffices to show that C\(U0 n {/,) = C\U0 n C1UX for U0,

Ux G <%. Let x G Cl í/0 n Cl 77,. Then for each Ket with x G V we have x G V

n Cl U, c Cl( V Pi U¡), i - 0,1. As X is an F-space, it follows that V n U0 n Ux #

0, therefore x g C1(Í70 n Ux). It quickly follows that Cl^ is a normal base for X

consisting of regular closed subsets of A, and X is regular Wallman.

4.7. Corollary. The Stone-Cech remainder of a locally compact Lindelöf space is

regular Wallman.

4.8. Corollary. The Stone-Cech remainder of a locally compact F-space is regular

Wallman.

4.9. Example. There is a locally compact space X such that the Stone-Cech

remainder of X is not regular Wallman.

Let y be a compact space which is not regular Wallman. Then there is a space X

with A* homeomorphic to Y [3, 4.17]. Since Y is compact, X is locally compact.

Obviously, A* is not regular Wallman.
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